
Revised 2018

To: CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION (CSC)

We hereby request the publication of the following vacant positions, which are authorized to be filled, at the DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION in the CSC website:

Date:

Education Training Experience Eligibility
Competency         

(if applicable)

1 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-421537-2015 11 20754 BSE OR its equivalent None Required None Required (RA 1080) Teacher N/A TAPAZ  NHS

2 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-420168-2019 11 20754 BSE OR its equivalent None Required None Required (RA 1080) Teacher N/A TAPAZ  NHS

3 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-420069-2006 11 20754 BSE OR its equivalent None Required None Required (RA 1080) Teacher N/A
JOSE DIVA 

AVELINO JR  NHS

4 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-420766-2016 11 20754 BSE OR its equivalent None Required None Required (RA 1080) Teacher N/A
JOSE DIVA 

AVELINO JR  NHS

5 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-445308-1998 11 20754 BSE OR its equivalent None Required None Required (RA 1080) Teacher N/A
MARCIANO M. 

PATRICIO  NHS

6 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-445187-1998 11 20754 BSE OR its equivalent None Required None Required (RA 1080) Teacher N/A SAPIAN  NHS

7 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-462741-1998 11 20754 BSE OR its equivalent None Required None Required (RA 1080) Teacher N/A SAPIAN  NHS

No.

Position Title 

(Parenthetical 

Title, if 

applicable)

Plantilla Item No.

Salary/ 

Job/ 
Pay 

Grade

Monthly 
Salary

Place of 
Assignment
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Qualification Standards
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8 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-445204-1998 11 20754 BSE OR its equivalent None Required None Required (RA 1080) Teacher N/A SAPIAN  NHS

9 Master Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-MTCHR1-424484-1998 18 40637
Bachelor's Degree + 18 

units for Masters
None Required

at least 3 years 

as teacher  
(RA 1080) Teacher NA

PILAR  DISTRICT  

CARLOS V. LOPEZ 
ES

10 Teacher III OSEC-DECSB-TCH3-420092-2012 13 25232
BEED or Bachelor's degree 

plus 18 professional  units 
in Education

None Required 2 yrs relevant (RA 1080) Teacher NA
PILAR DISTRICT 

CASANAYAN ES

11 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-467284-1998 11 20754
BEED or Bachelor's degree 

plus 18 professional  units 
in Education

None Required None Required (RA 1080) Teacher NA
PILAR DISTRICT 

SAN ESTEBAN ES

12 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-428154-1998 12 22938
BEED or Bachelor's degree 

plus 18 professional  units 
in Education

None Required 1 yr relevant (RA 1080) Teacher NA
PANITAN DISTRICT         

BAHIT  ES

13 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-467132-1998 11 20754
BEED or Bachelor's degree 

plus 18 professional  units 
in Education

None Required None Required (RA 1080) Teacher NA
PANITAN DISTRICT 

TABUC NORTE ES 

14 Teacher III OSEC-DECSB-TCH3-428369-1998 13 25232
BEED or Bachelor's degree 

plus 18 professional  units 
in Education

None Required 2 yrs relevant (RA 1080) Teacher NA
CUARTERO 

DISTRICT 
CUARTERO  CS

15 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-420145-2009 12 22938
BEED or Bachelor's degree 

plus 18 professional  units 
in Education

None Required 1 yr relevant (RA 1080) Teacher NA
JAMINDAN 

DISTRICT       JAENA 
NORTE ES

16 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-462880-1998 11 20754
BEED or Bachelor's degree 

plus 18 professional  units 
in Education

None Required None Required (RA 1080) Teacher NA

JAMINDAN 

DISTRICT         
CAMP JAMINDAN 
ES 

17 Master Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-MTCHR1-424379-1998 18 40637
Bachelor's Degree + 18 

units for Masters
None Required

at least 3 years 

as teacher  
(RA 1080) Teacher NA

CUARTERO 

DISTRICT 
MAINDANG ES

18 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-428314-1998 12 22938
BEED or Bachelor's degree 

plus 18 professional  units 
in Education

None Required 1 yr relevant (RA 1080) Teacher NA
CALIXTO      

LOYOLA  SR IS



19 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-467669-1998 11 20754
BEED or Bachelor's degree 

plus 18 professional  units 
in Education

None Required None Required (RA 1080) Teacher NA
CALIXTO      

LOYOLA  SR IS

20 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-426326-2017 11 20754

*Bachelor's degree  majoring   

in the relevant strand/subject ; 

or any Bachelor's degree with 

at least 15 units of 

specialization in relevant 

strand /subject.                          

*Bachelor's degree holder; or 

graduate of technical - 

vocational courses in the area 

of specialization                                               

* Bachelor's degree majoring 

in fields  in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 15 units of 

specialization in fields under 

the Track                    

* None Required
* None required   * 

At least NC II
(RA 1080) Teacher N/A DIV OF CAPIZ, SHS

21 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-425901-2017 11 20754

*Bachelor's degree  majoring   

in the relevant strand/subject ; 

or any Bachelor's degree with 

at least 15 units of 

specialization in relevant 

strand /subject.                          

*Bachelor's degree holder; or 

graduate of technical - 

vocational courses in the area 

of specialization                                               

* Bachelor's degree majoring 

in fields  in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 15 units of 

specialization in fields under 

the Track                    

* None Required
* None required   * 

At least NC II
(RA 1080) Teacher N/A DIV OF CAPIZ, SHS



22 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-426321-2017 11 20754

*Bachelor's degree  majoring   

in the relevant strand/subject ; 

or any Bachelor's degree with 

at least 15 units of 

specialization in relevant 

strand /subject.                          

*Bachelor's degree holder; or 

graduate of technical - 

vocational courses in the area 

of specialization                                               

* Bachelor's degree majoring 

in fields  in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 15 units of 

specialization in fields under 

the Track                    

* None Required
* None required   * 

At least NC II
(RA 1080) Teacher N/A DIV OF CAPIZ, SHS

23 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-426323-2017 11 20754

*Bachelor's degree  majoring   

in the relevant strand/subject ; 

or any Bachelor's degree with 

at least 15 units of 

specialization in relevant 

strand /subject.                          

*Bachelor's degree holder; or 

graduate of technical - 

vocational courses in the area 

of specialization                                               

* Bachelor's degree majoring 

in fields  in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 15 units of 

specialization in fields under 

the Track                    

* None Required
* None required   * 

At least NC II
(RA 1080) Teacher N/A DIV OF CAPIZ, SHS



24 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-422621-2017 12 22938

*Bachelor's degree majoring in 

the relevant trand/subject ; or 

any Bachelor's degree plus at 

least 6  units towards a 

Master's degree in  relevant 

strand/subject                          

*Bachelor's degree with a 

major  in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 15 units of 

specialization   in the relevant 

subject.                                              

* Bachelor's degree with a 

major in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 15 units of 

specialization in fields under 

the Track                   

*Bachelor's degree holder; or 

graduate of technical-

vocational course(s) in the 

area of specialization. 

*None REquired    * 

4 hours of training 

relevant to the 

courses in the 

Strand                *At 

least NC II + TMC I   

(Appropriate to the 

specialization) 

* None Required       

* 1 year relevant 

teaching/industry 

work experience  

*None 

(RA 1080) Teacher N/A DIV OF CAPIZ, SHS

25 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-422657-2017 12 22938

*Bachelor's degree majoring in 

the relevant trand/subject ; or 

any Bachelor's degree plus at 

least 6  units towards a 

Master's degree in  relevant 

strand/subject                          

*Bachelor's degree with a 

major  in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 15 units of 

specialization   in the relevant 

subject.                                              

* Bachelor's degree with a 

major in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 15 units of 

specialization in fields under 

the Track                   

*Bachelor's degree holder; or 

graduate of technical-

vocational course(s) in the 

area of specialization. 

*None REquired    * 

4 hours of training 

relevant to the 

courses in the 

Strand                *At 

least NC II + TMC I   

(Appropriate to the 

specialization) 

* None Required       

* 1 year relevant 

teaching/industry 

work experience  

*None 

(RA 1080) Teacher N/A DIV OF CAPIZ, SHS



26 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-421674-2016 12 22938

*Bachelor's degree majoring in 

the relevant trand/subject ; or 

any Bachelor's degree plus at 

least 6  units towards a 

Master's degree in  relevant 

strand/subject                          

*Bachelor's degree with a 

major  in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 15 units of 

specialization   in the relevant 

subject.                                              

* Bachelor's degree with a 

major in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 15 units of 

specialization in fields under 

the Track                   

*Bachelor's degree holder; or 

graduate of technical-

vocational course(s) in the 

area of specialization. 

*None REquired    * 

4 hours of training 

relevant to the 

courses in the 

Strand                *At 

least NC II + TMC I   

(Appropriate to the 

specialization) 

* None Required       

* 1 year relevant 

teaching/industry 

work experience  

*None 

(RA 1080) Teacher N/A DIV OF CAPIZ, SHS

27 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-421675-2016 12 22938

*Bachelor's degree majoring in 

the relevant trand/subject ; or 

any Bachelor's degree plus at 

least 6  units towards a 

Master's degree in  relevant 

strand/subject                          

*Bachelor's degree with a 

major  in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 15 units of 

specialization   in the relevant 

subject.                                              

* Bachelor's degree with a 

major in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 15 units of 

specialization in fields under 

the Track                   

*Bachelor's degree holder; or 

graduate of technical-

vocational course(s) in the 

area of specialization. 

*None REquired    * 

4 hours of training 

relevant to the 

courses in the 

Strand                *At 

least NC II + TMC I   

(Appropriate to the 

specialization) 

* None Required       

* 1 year relevant 

teaching/industry 

work experience  

*None 

(RA 1080) Teacher N/A DIV OF CAPIZ, SHS



28 Teacher III OSEC-DECSB-TCH3-422763-2017 13 25232

*Bachelor's degree wirth a 

major  in the relevant 

strand/subject ; or any 

Bachelor's degree plus at 12 

units towards a Master's 

degree in  relevant 

strand/subject                          

*Bachelor's degree with a 

major  in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 18 units of 

specialization   in the relevant 

subject.                                              

* Bachelor's degree with a 

major in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 18 units of 

specialization in fields under 

the Track                   

*Bachelor's degree holder; or 

graduate of technical-

vocational course(s) in the 

area of specialization. 

* 4 hours of training 

relevant to the 

subject area 

specialization       *4 

hours of training 

relevant to the 

coourses in the 

Strand          *At 

least NC III + TMC I   

(Appropriate to the 

specialization) 

* 1 years of 

relevant  teaching/ 

industry work 

experience         *2 

years relevant 

teaching/industry 

work experience 

(RA 1080) Teacher N/A DIV OF CAPIZ, SHS

29 Teacher III OSEC-DECSB-TCH3-422763-2017 13 25232

*Bachelor's degree wirth a 

major  in the relevant 

strand/subject ; or any 

Bachelor's degree plus at 12 

units towards a Master's 

degree in  relevant 

strand/subject                          

*Bachelor's degree with a 

major  in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 18 units of 

specialization   in the relevant 

subject.                                              

* Bachelor's degree with a 

major in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 18 units of 

specialization in fields under 

the Track                   

*Bachelor's degree holder; or 

graduate of technical-

vocational course(s) in the 

area of specialization. 

* 4 hours of training 

relevant to the 

subject area 

specialization       *4 

hours of training 

relevant to the 

coourses in the 

Strand          *At 

least NC III + TMC I   

(Appropriate to the 

specialization) 

* 1 years of 

relevant  teaching/ 

industry work 

experience         *2 

years relevant 

teaching/industry 

work experience 

(RA 1080) Teacher N/A DIV OF CAPIZ, SHS



30 Teacher III OSEC-DECSB-TCH3-422516-2017 13 25232

*Bachelor's degree wirth a 

major  in the relevant 

strand/subject ; or any 

Bachelor's degree plus at 12 

units towards a Master's 

degree in  relevant 

strand/subject                          

*Bachelor's degree with a 

major  in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 18 units of 

specialization   in the relevant 

subject.                                              

* Bachelor's degree with a 

major in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 18 units of 

specialization in fields under 

the Track                   

*Bachelor's degree holder; or 

graduate of technical-

vocational course(s) in the 

area of specialization. 

* 4 hours of training 

relevant to the 

subject area 

specialization       *4 

hours of training 

relevant to the 

coourses in the 

Strand          *At 

least NC III + TMC I   

(Appropriate to the 

specialization) 

* 1 years of 

relevant  teaching/ 

industry work 

experience         *2 

years relevant 

teaching/industry 

work experience 

(RA 1080) Teacher N/A DIV OF CAPIZ, SHS

31 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-421134-2016 11 20754

*Bachelor's degree  majoring   

in the relevant strand/subject ; 

or any Bachelor's degree with 

at least 15 units of 

specialization in relevant 

strand /subject.                          

*Bachelor's degree holder; or 

graduate of technical - 

vocational courses in the area 

of specialization                                               

* Bachelor's degree majoring 

in fields  in field(s) under the 

Track; or any Bachelor's 

degree plus 15 units of 

specialization in fields under 

the Track                    

* None Required
* None required   * 

At least NC II
(RA 1080) Teacher N/A DIV OF CAPIZ, SHS

-

2. Performance rating in the last rating period (if applicable);

        Interested and qualified applicants should signify their interest in writing. Attach the following documents to the application letter and send to the address below       not later 
than September 13, 2019.

1. Fully accomplished Personal Data Sheet (PDS) with recent passport-sized picture (CS Form No. 212, Revised 2017) which can be downloaded at www.csc.gov.ph;



3. Photocopy of certificate of eligibility/rating/license; and
4. Photocopy of Transcript of Records.

QUALIFIED APPLICANTS are advised to hand in or send through courier/email their application to:

APPLICATIONS WITH INCOMPLETE DOCUMENTS SHALL NOT BE ENTERTAINED.

MA. SHARON S. BARRIENTOS

Administrative Officer IV/HRMO-II
Department of Education, Schools Division of Capiz

capiz@deped.gov.ph


